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Notes

NOTE: Please consider using a Free Software PDF reader to view the PDFs on this page. Thank you.

NOTE: This document was created using the rmarkdown package [https://rmarkdown.rstudio.com/] version 2.20 in R [https://
www.r-project.org/] version 4.2.2 on the Trisquel [https://trisquel.info/] version 9.0 GNU/Linux [https://www.gnu.org/gnu/why-gnu-
linux.html] distribution. You can find Irucka’s contributions to the R Community at https://gitlab.com/iembry [GitLab projects] &
https://www.ecoccs.com/rtraining.html {R Trainings and Resources provided by EcoC2S (Irucka Embry, E.I.T.)].

NOTE: These are the other jewels of knowledge in this series of documents:
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WAKE UP!: The Significance of the Name: WAKE UP!

https://www.questionuniverse.com/oldway/wake-up_why_wake-up_nameE.pdf
WAKE UP!: The Significance of the Name: WAKE UP!

https://www.questionuniverse.com/oldway/wake-up_aids_war.html
WAKE UP!: “AIDS” & War

https://www.questionuniverse.com/oldway/wake-up_aids_warR.pdf
WAKE UP!: “AIDS” & War

https://www.questionuniverse.com/oldway/wake-up_war_affirmative-action_enslavement.html
WAKE UP!: Affirmative Action, the Dissolution of Chattel Enslavement (A Trafficking Conspiracy) in the USA, the Continued
Enslavement (A Trafficking Conspiracy) of Millions of Human Beings Globally & the Wage Enslavement of Billions of Human
Beings Globally
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The main content

Who are you? What do you want? Why are you here “students”: At this university – to be indoctrinated (we are not being
educated) so that you can become enslaved (wage enslavement) [1] to the almighty dollar at some corporation (government
agency, university, company, or other “corporament” entity)? [2] Or to find yourself?

Why do you exist? How do you know that you exist? What is your purpose in Life? Are you dead (emotionally, intellectually,
and/or culturally) or awake? How do you know? What does it mean to be dead and/or asleep on this plane of existence? What
about awake and/or alive? Who owns you? Or do you even care?

What do you think? What do you feel? What do you observe? What do you question, if you do choose to do so in this “free”
society? What are your solutions to the interrelated problems of the world?

Ultimately, the following was my purpose when I was the Black Student Alliance (BSA) Newsletter Committee Chair:

to challenge, expand the consciousness of, inform, inspire, motivate, and enhance the understanding of the world around you,
the reader. Hopefully this newsletter will be a “beacon of light” “a doorway to looking at the world with an open mind” [3] and will
shed and erase various myths and will get you, the reader, to want to educate yourself and change yourself/the world. Truth is
elusive, since lies are so readily accepted.

“That is of course rather painful for those involved. One should not as a rule reveal one’s secrets, since one does not
know if and when one may need them again. The essential English leadership secret does not depend on particular
intelligence. Rather, it depends on a remarkably stupid thick-headedness. The English follow the principle that
when one lies, it should be a big lie, and one should stick to it. They keep up their lies, even at the risk of
looking ridiculous. [my emphasis]

–“Aus Churchills Lügenfabrik” (“Churchill’s Lie Factory”), 12 January 1941, Die Zeit ohne Beispiel (Munich: Zentralverlag der
NSDAP., 1941), pp. 364-369; Source: Wikiquote page on Joseph Goebbels [https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Joseph_Goebbels]

In order to illustrate the societal lies that we deal with on a daily basis, here is a quote:

“When my eldest daughter was in fifth or sixth grade, she asked me a homework question: ‘What is the principal
cash crop in Florida?’

“My answer was immediate. I didn’t even look up from my newspaper. ‘Marijuana.’

“The next day, her teacher sent a note home, asking for a conference. At the conference, I supplied the teacher
with statistics that conservatively estimated the marijuana crop at twice the value of citrus products. She said, ‘That
may be true, but it’s not the answer we want. It’s too controversial.’

“I declined her invitation to participate in the consensual lie. I told her that I expected my daughter to get an ‘A’
unless the teacher presented hard evidence refuting my assertion or redefined the question. My daughter got her
‘A.’
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“The teacher expected us to participate in the lie that our economy is not based on drugs, pornography, steal-
ing, or other activities we label criminal or antisocial. By our refusal to consent, the teacher had to face her own
acquiescence in the lie. What was she teaching her students about society? Why was it important to lie to them?”

–Creating A World That Works For All by Sharif Abdullah, page 54, ISBN# 978-1576750629 [https://commonway.org/]

The BSA newsletter, and my various other written works, may be “controversial” to some because it may say that which we don’t
wish to hear. As we would rather continue acquiescing in the lie that this is a “free” and “democratic” nation Empire that we live
in. And that the University of Tennessee system [4] operates for the greater good and not for the profits of the few that ultimately
own/control this university. The U.S. “corporament” (corporation = government) is and has always been corrupt.

It is up to us to bring forth the First U.S. Revolution (5) and change the way the world is. What are you going to do?

About the Author

Irucka Ajani Embry, M.E., E.I.T. is the Principal of EcoC2S (https://www.ecoccs.com) in Nashville, Tennessee. EcoC2S is a
small business focusing on Growing Food, Healthy Living Mentoring, & Free (Libre)/Open Source Software (FLOSS) services.
Irucka has a Master of Engineering with a Concentration in Environmental Engineering from Tennessee State University (TSU) in
Nashville and aBachelor of Science inCivil EngineeringwithMinors in Environmental Engineering andSpanish from theUniversity
of Tennessee (UT) in Knoxville.

Irucka is a creative & multi-faceted person. He is a(n)

• adjunct professor,
• author,
• book publisher (https://www.questionuniverse.com/books.html},
• consultant,
• ecological activist (encompassing economic, environmental, and social justice),
• environmental engineer,
• financial professional (https://www.biz-services.one),
• freedom advocate,
• herbalist (“lover and user of plants”),
• home chef,
• lay homeopath,
• performing and visual artist (creative writing – https://www.questionuniverse.com/balancing-the-rift.html, Hip Hop musi-
cian – https://www.vibrationkunvorted.com/, and photography),

• public speaker/instructor/teacher,
• R data analyst / developer {https://www.ecoccs.com/rtraining.html],
• researcher,
• self‐studier of (agro)homeopathy and biodynamics {user of homeopathy since 1999},
• small business owner/entrepreneur,
• small-scale biological farmer (polyculture food grower) and advocate of everyone eating,
• tutor,
• etc.

Irucka can be reached at revolution [at) questionuniverse {dot] com with questions, comments, etc.
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License

The text written by Irucka Ajani Embry is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 Inter-
national License.

Sources for the R Markdown document

https://pandoc.org/MANUAL.html#language-variables
Pandoc User’s Guide: Language variables: lang

https://www.resurchify.com/latex_tutorial/latex_hyperlinks.php
Resurchify: Hyperlinks in LaTeX | How to add/set hyperlinks in LaTeX

https://tug.org/TUGboat/tb33-3/tb105thurnherr.pdf
Changing the font size in LATEX
By Thomas Thurnherr, TUGboat, Volume 33 (2012), No. 3

https://riptutorial.com/markdown/example/1796/strikethrough
Markdown Tutorial => Strikethrough

Endnotes

[1]

Please refer to

https://www.questionuniverse.com/oldway/index.html#wage
Questioning the Universe Publishing (QUP) {Irucka Embry]: Life’s a Journey!!!! - Irucka Ajani Embry: The thoughts continue in
a cyclic path…☺: Wage Slavery for various links

[2]

In the USA, the “corporament” exists as the:

military (defense/offense) + industrial + academic (schooling — at all levels — as prison) + “corporament” enter-
tainment (Hollywood, media, advertising/consumerism/commercialization, propaganda/psychological warfare) +
judicial (defense and prosecutorial lawyers, judges, law enforcement/police, prisons) + financial (banks, account-
ing firms) + religion + petrochemical/pharmaceutical (drugs, antibiotics, antibacterials, vaccines, pesticides —
toxins to kill or put you at “dis-ease” and drugs to “treat” you) + imperial commu-soci-capitofasdemorepubcracism
system/society/economy/Western thinking = Military-industrial-academic-“corporament” entertainment-judicial-
financial-religion-petrochemical/pharmaceutical complex.

Commu-soci-capitofasdemorepubcracism is derived from communism, socialism, capitalism, fascism, democ-
racy, and republic as these concepts all have the same root. The complex was originally defined in the
aforementioned article [https://www.utdailybeacon.com/opinion/our-government-can-not-be-trusted/article_
81932d59-0861-5647-87b2-901d4d5cabd8.html | Our government can not be trusted by Irucka Ajani
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Embry, Monday, 26 August 2002, The Daily Beacon. Also, the article can be found by searching at
https://www.questionuniverse.com/oldway/columns.html.], but it has been recently revised to reflect a new
understanding of the complex’s nature.

–Irucka Ajani Embry, piece entitled: “Attack of the …”, pages 103-104, from Balancing the Rift: ReCONNECTualizing the Pasen-
ture, ISBN-13: 978-0-9914994-0-3 / ISBN-10: 0-9914994-0-9

The U.S. corporament is only a single strand within the Illuminati. One aspect that has not been included in the definition of the
corporament are criminal organizations which play a vital role in bringing about the objectives of the Illuminati.

[3]

Please refer to

http://wakeup-world.com/2015/04/26/why-i-am-no-longer-a-light-worker/
Wake Up World: Why I Am No Longer A Light Worker
By Cameron Day

[4]

The University of Tennessee is a statewide university system that includes: the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga (UTC),
the University of Tennessee main campus at Knoxville (referred to as the University of Tennessee) [UT], the University of Ten-
nessee at Martin {UTM}, the University of Tennessee Health Science Center at Memphis (the University of Tennessee at Mem-
phis), the University of Tennessee Institute of Agriculture, the University of Tennessee Institute for Public Service and the Univer-
sity of Tennessee Space Institute at Tullahoma.

This is the Web page that I created to expose the University of Tennessee while I was an undergraduate student there:

https://www.questionuniverse.com/oldway/utk.html
From the University of Tennessee-Knoxville to U.S. “education” to local, regional, state, national, and global transformation

[5]

The Illuminati created & controlled the conditions both within the US Empire (13 colonies) and the British Empire to spark the
so-called “Revolutionary War” or “War for Independence from the British Empire” thus ensuring that the U.S. Empire would win
the “Revolutionary War” and be installed as the future global outpost for the Illuminati.

For more information on the Illuminati and the Illuminati creation of the United States of America via the “Revolutionary War”,

• please refer to pages 32-35 of…and the truth shall set you free 21st Century Edition ByDavid Icke. ISBN# 978-0-9538810-
5-5 [https://shop.davidicke.com]

• please refer to The Secret Teachings of All Ages By Manly P. Hall [https://www.prs.org/store/c73/The_Secret_Teachings.
html], The Secret Destiny of America & America’s Assignment with Destiny By Manly P. Hall [https://www.prs.org/store/
p8/The_Secret_Destiny_of_America__%28Paperback%29__978-158542-622-1.html]

• please refer to The Illuminati: The Secret Society That Hijacked the World By Jim Marrs. ISBN# 978-1578596195 [https:
//web.archive.org/web/20170709013622/http://jimmarrs.com/ – Recovered with the Internet Archive: Wayback Machine]

• please refer to Terrorism and the Illuminati: A Three-Thousand-Year History By David Livingstone. ISBN# 978-
1615773060
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• and lastly, please refer to The New Atlantis By Francis Bacon, 1627 [https://gutenberg.org/ebooks/2434]

I’ll be writing more on this topic in a future article entitled: An Interested Aspect of the Universal Creator, Having an Experi-
ence as a “HumanBeing,” Explores theOngoing Revolution of Totality: Part 2—Ponderous Contemplations Concerning
the First, True U. S. Revolution [It will appear in the followingWeb page section upon completion: https://www.questionuniverse.
com/oldway/columns.html#continue]
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